MEDICATION REMINDER
AND DISPENSING SYSTEM

What is MedSmart?

MedSmart is a personalized
adherence device that organizes,
reminds, and dispenses
medications so they are taken
properly and on-time.

How does it work?

At set times during the day
MedSmart will beep, flash, and
rotate, making the proper pills
available for consumption. Just tilt
the device and the correct pills will
be dispensed, while all other doses
remain safe and secure.
MedSmart is also available with
event reporting and notification;
allowing family, caregivers, and
healthcare professionals to
proactively support independent
living. With this option, when the
system is connected to an active
phone line it transmits device and
dispensing history to Tunstall’s
secure website for review by
authorized individuals. Through a
personalized notification system,
alerts can be sent to track
adherence, address dosing errors,
and predict refill requirements.
MedSmart helps provide the right
medication in the right dose at the
right time.

Who is it for?

A wide variety of users can benefit
from MedSmart’s state-of-the-art
technology, including people
who have:

• Multiple prescriptions
• Difficulty organizing pills
• A hard time remembering
• Dexterity issues
• Difficulty reading labels
• A risk of misdosing
MedSmart improves adherence to
medication regimens and reduces the
risk of dosing errors, improving clinical
outcomes and quality of life.

MEDICATION REMINDER
AND DISPENSING SYSTEM

Key Features
. Easy fill med-trays with 29
compartments and lid
. Entire unit is portable
. Back-up battery
. Early dose button
. Large digital display and
programming buttons
. Tamper proof lock

Benefits
. For easy fill by pharmacist, caregiver,
or health care provider
. Can be taken with you on day trips
. For continued operation in the event of
a power outage
. Allows doses to be accessed early to
be taken while not at home
. Easily view time, date, next alarm,
and doses left information
. Prevents system tampering and

. Audio and visual reminders
. Loading disk guides
. On-the-go pill box
. Event reporting and notification

. Automatic alerts to prompt the subscriber
to take their pills
. Disk guides fit easily over the tray to
simplify refill
. Subscriber can easily carry early doses
. Allows authorized users to track

. Remote programming
. Help/Refill request button
. 3 formats for sending alerts and
notifications
. Home docking base

. Automates set-up and easily makes
programming changes
. Sends a help notification to
designated recipient
. Email, text, and voice message makes
sure recipient receives the message
. Provides power to the unit and sends

(optional)

medication misuse

adherence, address dosing errors,
and predict refill requirements

data to Response Center

For additional information please call

877-354-8111

or email USInfo@tunstall.com
36-36 33rd Street, Suite 103, Long Island City, New York 11106
americas.tunstall.com

